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Artificial Intelligence is one of those wide terms that covers an enormous amount of 
activity, from natural language consumer-to-machine conversation (think Alexa and 
Siri) through to robotics, automation, algorithms and machine learning.  The AI machine 
has buried its way into consumers worlds everyday already. Just look at how our lives 
are influenced by the algorithms and machine learning all around us.

Netflix tells you what programmes you should watch, Spotify what songs and artists to 
listen to. Linked-In tells you where you should work and Amazon tells you what you 
should buy. Trust me, without knowing we have already handed over a good share of 
our decision making to the machines. ‘People like you also bought’ and ‘Recommended 
for You’ is AI whispering in our ear, selling us what it knows we like.

At some point along the path-to-purchase there is a real live consumer who makes a 
decision. As such they are open to influence. Using clever marketing techniques, an 
understanding of behavioural economics or consumer psychology, we manipulate and 
bend a consumer to consider and buy whatever we are selling. But what happens when 
there is no consumer involved? When we trust the algorithms and AI systems as much 
as we trust the payment systems we have built. When we hand over our purchase 
decision making to the machine. When interactions are automated and robot-based? 
What then for consumerism and for marketing?

AI isn’t about the machines. It is about how we deliver a fantastical retail experience 
leveraging both the silicon and the soul, with the algorithms and robots giving us the 
efficiency we demand and the human delivering the creativity and connections.
The future is consumer intelligence, but artificial it is not. Get ready for Consumer 
Connection 3.0.
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01. Retail is not dying. It is simply undergoing a fantastical transformation. Brands 
that fail to stay relevant to how consumers want to buy and consume, how they 
want to live their lives, will continue to fail. Success is about understanding the new 
expectations consumers have.

02. Consumers digital realities have now made their way back into their human 
interaction expectations. Todays consumer expects a seamless, frictionless, 
efficient customer experience (at every touch point), alongside a feeling of 
connection, warmth and belonging. 

03. The foundation of a solid relationship is Love, Respect and Trust. But Trust 
needs to be earned, and brands will do so by investing in developing meaningful 
connections with their customer, beyond data collation and bleak personalization.

04. Connections have gone from individual (smoke signal, carrier pigeon, postal 
service), to community (printing press, telephony and radio/TV) to a level that is 
now considered ABSOLUTE (internet, mobile, artificial intelligence). The latest AI 
step-change means everything is connected to everything else, but not just for 
data but with intelligent intent.

05. As humans become more and more immersed in technology, the importance 
of the scarcer commodity (personal, warm human connections) becomes even 
more relevant in the customer experience.



06.  Artificial Intelligence is truly already present in our lives and culture (showcased 
by the high penetration of AI references within the latest Superbowl commercials). 
Consumers have already adopted AI technology in many aspects of their lives both 
consciously (50% smart speaker penetration) and unconsciously (algorithm 
acceptance).

07. Voice is set to dominate the user interface in the near future and will be the 
next step change in terms of how brands and business interact with consumers. 
Brands need to be thinking NOW about their Consumer Voice Interaction (CVI) 
strategy. Failing to do so would be akin to not having a Mobile Strategy or 
eCommerce strategy in the past.

08. The Virtual Assistants and Algorithms have already invaded purchase 
behaviours. What does it mean for the future of retail when more and more of the 
consumer decision making is handed over our virtual assistant? How do we 
influence consumers when there is no strong human input? Is this the end of 
consumer decision making as we knew it for the past 50 years?

09. Robotics and automation will continue to develop, at times just cutting out 
costs without offering significant consumer value (think a McDonalds in-store 
order kiosk), but other times offering significant value (hotel auto check in kiosks 
rather than joining a long line for the front desk). Retail will become more and 
more automated, from back-end all the way to store interactions (think China’s 
200 BingO BOX STORES).

10. The future of the retail customer experience is that sweet spot where the 
Silicon meets Soul, where the efficiencies given by the AI systems and technology 
are leveraged against the creativity of humans and the warm connections humans 
deliver at the right moment in the retail customer journey.
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This speech summary is an extract from Ken Hughes’ latest keynote in 2019,  
‘The AI Consumer: Silicon & Soul’ which looks at the likely impact AI will have 
on society, consumerism and what brands and businesses need to do in 
preparation for a Business-to-Machine (B2M) world. 

Visit www.kenhughes.info for further information on this keynote, blog and to 
find out more about Ken Hughes.

Further detail on the subject discussed in the speech can also be found on Ken 
Hughes blog, particularly the following two postings.

MAN & THE MACHINE: 
PART I - THE ROBOTS 

HAVE ARRIVED

MAN & THE MACHINE: 
PART II - TRUST ME, 

I´M A ROBOT

http://www.kenhughes.info/man-the-machine-artificial-intelligence-part-1/
http://www.kenhughes.info/man-the-machine-part-2-trust-me-i-am-a-robot/
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www.kenhughes.info/blog @KenHughesIE www.facebook.com/KenHughesIE @KenHughesIE www.youtube.com/glacierconsulting ie.linkedin.com/in/kenhughesie

Ken Hughes is now widely recognized as one of the world’s 
leading Consumer and Shopper Behaviouralists, blending his 
significant expertise in new consumer values, cyber psychology, 
digital realities and societal change to help brands and 
businesses navigate the latest consumerist challenges and to 
survive & thrive.
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